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Abstract This study emphasized the results carried out on a sample of twenty Higher Education Commission (HEC) accredited universities in Pakistan, the prime purpose of which was to surface major constituents for the need of environmental standards in universities. EMS ISO 14001:2004 processes in overt and covert dynamics for their internationalization and the result being the less awareness level amongst various stakeholders about such processes and their resulting benefits. It aims in general, to decipher the viability and advantages of shifting to an environmental system, the standards maintained by universities in relation to environment safety, and in particular the case study of a Pakistani, leading degree awarding university, that showed interest in internalization by adopting EMS System. As a general process these standardizations are still in an early developing stage. The study thus indicates that minimal time duration of 8 to 20 months in order to acquire EMS certifications, and document controls. A case study in this research is of CIIT Pakistan and its struggle for obtaining international standardization including EMS. The methodology implied consisted of visits to relevant websites, questionnaires’ and surveys conducted across 60 Pakistani leading universities. The study thus, resonates on two distinct levels of analysis: the benefits of adopting EMS by universities in general and the limitations of adopting EMS by Pakistani universities in particular, leading to performance changes resulting from implementation of such international standards and making their existence in international knowledge economic market of the world.
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1. Introduction

In higher education institutions of the world, relevant systems are being improved to cater the needs for improvements of practices which in turn are usually reflections of imprints of effective users’ friendly management systems. These trends are now being adopted by Pakistani Universities. For the performance to be at the optimal level and for becoming leading star in international ranking all International standardization ISO systems should be well integrated. During the rudimentary stages, stress is laid only to document the overall management system, and at later stages, the operational implementation is catered. Implementation of EMS ISO 14001 in Pakistani higher education systems shall be maximized in the coming decade and continual improvements in universities of Pakistan, specifically in terms of products (student), services (Teaching & research), people (faculty & administration), and environment (campus ecology) for managing changes in their existing management systems. These systems encompass various steps associated with safety, protection and quality of campuses from potential hazards. They eliminate uncontrolled systems and weak managements. As per Voorhees & Woellner [1] the ISO 14001:2004 EMS adoption in any international university shall require the strong motivation from the collective top management of university to staff.

Environmental management system (EMS) in higher education sector universities enables the universities to better engineer its programs related to environment and to document each one of them. It includes all the policy requirements (planning, organizing and structuring) for such endeavors. These conditions when finally met, lead to ISO 14001:2004 certification, Von Zharen [2]. ISO 14001:2004 EMS is such a standard that monitors the organizational activities related to environment in terms of its final
outcomes. Any leading research university has an excess of areas such as staff, students and a huge space, a medical center. The adoption of such EMS standards leave significant impact on local, national and global environment and to conserve energy, provides clean healthy water, saves exchequer, make finite resources last longer and helps reduce pollution and contributes to climate change. Clements and Kuhre [3] were of the view that implementation of EMS processes also provides various services including legislation, pollution control, construction management which would be helpful in the enhancement of overall process. Block [4] finds a similarity between ISO 9001 and 14001. The need for both the systems cannot operate without the commitment of top management, Block, 2000; Jackson, [6]

Generally, the demand of every organization is different in accordance with its specified needs, therefore, ISO 9001 caters quality and ISO 14001 caters environment aspects. Integration of the EMS and the QMS together, can result in a substantial cost saving, McDonald et al [7]. The common requirements for at least eight specific core areas in universities are: document Control, maintaining records, responsibility & authority, management reviews on regular basis twice a year, training & capacity development, introducing internal audit mechanisms, implementation of corrective measures and provision of infrastructure and conducive environment. Hoyle [8] highlighted some differences that exist between the ISO 9001 & 14001 standards. Hartstern, [5] precipitated the non-conformities existing between standards and emphasized that the integrated strategy of a university could adopt these measures being a challenge. As per Annual Report of CIIT [9] the CIIT Pakistan was certified for ISO 9001:2008 in the year 2011 and afterwards regular internal and external surveillances were carried out with relevant training programs. The latest update on web portal of CIIT also indicates that the ISO 9001:2008 of all campuses has also been renewed through National Quality Assurance (NQA) under authorization of UKAS Management System UK, up to January 2018. This is indeed a positive sign for CIIT Pakistan that it is moving fast towards internationalization and achieving better position in international ranking. As for now the CIIT leadership intends to adopt EMS 14001:2004 in the years ahead. The lab systems shall also be upgraded through ISO 17025 certifications in future. The other Pakistani universities are also inspired for adoption of EMS and shall compete in the race of Internationalization in the upcoming decade.

2. Discussion and Analysis

This research was conducted by a team of two members of CIIT (COMSATS, Institute of Information Technology, Islamabad), Pakistan to measure the effectiveness and benefits of adopting ISO 14001 system in CIIT. The EMS ISO 14001:2004 introduction in the higher education sector in the world leading universities is becoming popular and its implementation in these particular areas of university education is very effective for attracting more and more international students, research and development projects funding and joint research programs in the race of making their presence in the competitive market of knowledge economy. In Pakistan about 10 universities in the higher education sector intended for competing international universities and inspired to adopt EMS and placing themselves in the queue of internationalization and achieving better position in national and international ranking. CIIT and other leading Pakistani universities are also trying for certification against this very important standard. To achieve this end of measuring the effectiveness of ISO systems, the international role model of South Carolina, university USA could be useful for adoption of EMS in Pakistani universities. This university has a well-managed ISO system. It also has occupational safety management systems along with hazardous waste pickup management systems, safety sheets, posters, emergency response systems. Any university that intends to adopt ISO 14001 opens doors for its own organizational performance in terms of environment. The university can reach to international market, a well-toned relationship with the Government, a good public and self-image and a reduction in overall environmental liabilities.

In the United States, over decades an improved attitude towards ISO 14001 was emerged that varied from mistrust to motivation and so is the case and trend emerging in Pakistani universities, a good example being LUMS (Lahore University of Management Sciences) and CIIT (COMSATS, Institute of Information Technology, Islamabad). These universities have made their own ISO 14001 road-maps. They do researches on GAP Analysis in order to access and determine elements that need more attention in strict compliance with the international standards.

The relevant areas were further analyzed by extensively using multiple materials and available resources such as Internet, auditors interviews, university websites, print (such as articles, journals, books, annual reports) and electronic media (Internet databases) and not the least, conversations and meetings with all the stake holders. The universities adopting these systems were shown to have an increased employee retention and satisfaction rate in terms of IPE (Institutional performance evaluation). The employees had the view that environment, ambiance and services need to be clean healthy and swift. The financial benefits a university attained were in terms of internationalization, attracting more students with a positive market image both at national and international arena.

The significant areas encountered during the research were included and indicated in the following Table-1;
Historical Perspectives

ISO center is in Geneva was formulated in the year as early in 1946 with the basic objectives of improvements in international coordination on standardizations. From February 1947, it started officiating categorically. The ISO abbreviation was originated from a word of Greek origin meaning “equal”, the prime reason for the selection of a shorter version was because different countries would have varied slangs. It constitutes of 163 national bodies, each of which represents a country with the basic function of engineering and auditing standards worldwide to streamline the linkages easy and successful for future. The early 1970s was the year of the beginning of introducing the environmental systems, as 1970s faced many environmental disasters, the world started reacting, so in turn the EMS were formed, Schaar-Smith [10]. The ones who make policies and the ones who are in academics pay less significance to manage solid wastes, Salim, [11]. There must be an appropriate way to control these processes so it is not harmful to our future generations. In the year 2004, USA was left behind by china, as china surpassed as the biggest generator of waste (The World Bank Report, 2005). “Reduction of waste and the management of campus and industry pollutant would emerge as the greatest confrontation of Singapore, Bai and Sutanto [12]. Malaysia since many years has been benefited with huge improvements in its economy and population. A Malaysian state, constituted the highest percentage of waste nearing 46%, which in turn consisted of paper and plastic constituents 15 and 14 % respectively, Fauziah et al [13].

General Aspects

For a university to develop its very own EMS, and getting, a highlight was thrown on practices already in place with those of future needs to adopt the systems. It was determined that the universities tried to improve their existing practices for new systems development. The environment department, as a condition of ISO needed manuals to be maintained for solid, liquid, air, chemical and other hazardous wastes. The entire system needed more rigorous record keeping and documentation, which in turn led the mangers of multifarious departments to conduct environmental assessments, calibrate laboratory equipment’s in order to make the system more standardized. In Pakistani Universities, It was emphasized that the rate of environmental issues awareness is very low but people are trying to learn more about it. United Kingdom has introduced a bus powered entirely by human and food waste. The bus with a seating capacity of 40 people is named Bio -bus. The bus may provide a sustainable way of fueling public transport reducing on pollution in cities. In Pakistan such aspects could also be given priority as a public service to eradicate pollution hazards and lower down fuel costs especially in higher education institutions.

EMS 14001: 2008 Requisites

According to McDonald et al., [7] the EMS ISO 14001 standard is comprised of various mandatory clauses, the most relevant are “planning, policy, operations and continual improvement.” Whitelaw [14] emphasized that the demand for an EMS was long awaited, and attempted many times for the engineering of an individual standard to cater the activities of an organization /university in its entirety and to be used as a future model.

McDonald et al [7] further emphasized that the organizations are inspired for successful inter gradations of their management systems. For successful adoption of ISO 14001:2004 EMS the sub factors like Technology Assessment (TA) are as also being implemented by taking initiatives of the following immediate requirements given in Table-2;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Needs and implementation portfolios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Approach</td>
<td>Documentation of EMS in accordance with standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Guidelines</td>
<td>Establish the universities own environmental policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning &amp;Development</td>
<td>Establish objectives and programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Aspects</td>
<td>Establish an emergency management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Surveillance</td>
<td>Conduct internal audits in universities regularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td>Perform environmental management reviews</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robert and Thomas [15] mentioned that the refuse-derived fuels could be utilized by reprocessing .continuous efforts are made for the establishment of EMS systems. Zuckerman [16] stated that needs of market give rise to development of standards. The function of ISO is to identify the interests of all stakeholders thereby constituting international standards based on a unanimous agreement of member nations.

Status of Adoption of EMS 14001

The following Pakistani Universities / Organizations being adopted EMS ISO 14001 and moving towards Internationalization on faster track as mentioned in following Table-3;
National Ranking of Universities in Pakistan

As per Pakistan Higher Education Commission Report [17] the national ranking for the year 2014 of top 10 Pakistani universities that indicated that; Quaid-e-Azam University Islamabad has attained at the top and COMSATS Institute of Information and Technology at the 4th position.

EMS Adoption Trend in CIIT Pakistan

- Making a policy highlighting commitment to eradicate pollution and emphasis on continuous improvement.
- Aiming at improving the entire performance related to comply with every single statutory and regulatory requirement.
- An effort to minimize the risks of pollution and hazardous wastes.
- Implementing the EMS comprises of: employee training in order to meet targets.
- To carry out audits of EMS and rectifying errors in the system.
- Top management commitments exists to ensure for its continuing performance and declaring CIIT campuses as “Green Future Campuses”, more attractive for academic and research pursuits user friendly non-hazardous for health.
- The Level of implementation of EMS (respondent perception) along with assessment of internal and external barriers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Pakistani University / Organization</th>
<th>Adoption of EMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMSATS Institute of Information Technology (CIIT)</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Karachi</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIQI Institute of Quality, Lahore</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Islamic University Islamabad</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahore University of Management Sciences (LUMS)</td>
<td>Adopted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahauddin Zakariya University Multan</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Development Complex (NESCOM)</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Engineering and Technology UET Lahore</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National University of Science and Technology (NUST) Islamabad</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Methodology

Sequential questionnaire were engineered to meet objectives. These were constituted for the official holdings of position of respondents, stakeholders’ categories and a universities financial situation analysis.

Research Hypothesis

The major hypotheses engineered for this research were: (a) competitive universities already have acquired certifications for international standards pertaining to campus ecology and quality (b) degree of which an international standard is put in place is very remarkable (c) connection between environment, quality and safety is not weak (d) more than the internal factors the external factors are strong for the creation of an EMS. The analysis showed the difference between organizations that have adopted EMS only with those who were having additional standards of quality and safety in addition to 14001. It was found that a combination of single and additional factors lead to a better and positive organization and environmental profile which supports the hypothesis that external factors are stronger than internal.

Data Analysis

A survey was conducted and data was analyzed to investigate the availability of websites of universities having an integrated EMS system. About 60 websites of the different universities were visited, 44 universities were sent Proforma on institutional performances related to 14001. The universities were also visited in person to do file report surveys on ISO 14001. It was found that almost 15 universities were in the process of adopting the EMS systems, while one had already achieved. All the stakeholders held it beneficial and a lot of awareness was found. The data showed that there was a very negligible level of awareness among students, an enhanced awareness level amongst top management and zero awareness level amongst the lower staff. 44 HEC universities were taken as a sample over the period of one year (June, 2014-2015). The efforts towards environmental performance of every single university were studied carefully. The efficacy and usefulness of the universities adopting it were measured against the ones not adopting it. It was analyzed, that the universities which were using it had a better self-image, a greater market value and a far much better performance related to the ones which were not using it. T resulted in reduced environmental pollutants and decreased sewerage leaks. It promoted the generation of Green campuses. Our major effort was thus to test the hypothesis that adopting an EMS system leads to better results and it was proved that it certainly did.

The questionnaires were sent and made follow-up emails to universities for which we did not get any response of: A major portion of the analysis used in this research relies on the Performa and questionnaire are responses which were received by January 2015. The response data was analyzed to ascertain certain presumptions of adoption EMS in such higher education sector universities.

The communication efforts were multiplied and again imitated to contact through phone calls to the universities and further emphasized on the following points:

- What motivated your university to adopt ISO 14001?
- How your campus got involved in these discussions?
- You receive any financial benefits?
- What were the limitations? And problems you encountered
- What were the major strengths of adopting ISO 14001
All these responses were again analyzed amicably. Overall study endeavored that the adoption of EMS create a positive impact on the university and it will definitely results enhanced performance, which included prevention of pollution 45%, increased awareness 70%, recycling of waste 35%. We grouped the universities in accordance with their size which included number of employees and annual revenue that it generates. Almost all the universities unanimously agreed that adopting such systems does have benefits to attract more international students, joint international research projects and academic excellence and declaring university campuses “environment friendly and green campuses”.

**Research Problem**

Pakistani universities are facing multifaceted challenges that include inadequate sanitary conditions, financial constraints, non-conducive environmental conditions and lack of awareness related to environmental and health hazards.

**Limitations**

The research encountered manifold limitations such as studying EMS of various universities, relevant data collection, laying a comparative analysis with already in place and functioning EMS of universities, communication and information collection from stakeholders, discriminative responses, time constraints and a rigorous effort to adopt such system for CIIT Pakistan.

### 4. Conclusions

If all International universities and particularly Pakistani accredited universities follow ISO 14001 then it has to make sure that this standard addresses continuous improvement by adopting the specified version and clauses of International EMS standard. The aims and goals would have to evaluate improvement compared to those goals. The top officials of the university campuses periodically review the progress and outcomes. It is evident from all relevant views of the researchers quoted as secondary research literature review that EMS-ISO 14001 benefits universities in a way that it controls and brings symmetry in their processes related to environmental management across its campuses in Pakistan and at international level. It requires a documented policy which maintains all training and audit records. It therefore helps conduct such activities in a symmetrical manner. In addition, it keeps the environment friendly by improving campus ecology and declaring as “Green Campuses” and such measures shall lead to attract more international students, diversified cultural mergers and attracting more international funding and joint research and academic projects.

This research attributed that the adoption of EMS-ISO 14001:2004 in Pakistani universities shall take them at par with major top international universities. The knowhow development shall reduce hazardous effects of environment and human life in the declared green campuses of the universities. The main challenges faced by the higher education sector universities in Pakistan is common; lack of awareness and knowledge about EMS systems to the employees and hidden benefits to be untapped consequently at national and international level in the competitive world of knowledge economy. Hoyle (2006) the quality management system standard ISO 9001:2008, constitutes of great management principles which helps top officials giving guidance on continual improvement. Pakistani Universities have shown a gradual change over decades and are trying to create their own EMS systems.

The results indicate that most of the prominent Pakistani universities are on the track for following the Environmental requirements of EMS ISO 14001:2004 and inspired to move towards internationalization. Some of them are on faster track and mostly are not properly familiar to the international standardization benefits. The efficacy level of Lahore University of Management (LUMS) in Pakistan is high that already adopted and successfully practicing required environmental international standards. The other major Pakistani universities are striving to move forward to adopt such international standards, like CIIT Pakistan who have secured 4th position in top 10 Pakistani universities for the year 2013-14 and is considered on faster track for moving towards internationalization. The leadership commitment in Pakistani universities is most important factor at this transitional stage and relevant legislation at government level is also needed to compete in the international knowledge economic market.

### 5. Recommendations

- An initial gap analysis for emplacement of ISO systems including EMS required to be undertaken in all public and private universities and institutions in the higher education sector of Pakistan.
- The successful role models of international universities may be adopted for competing in the international knowledge economic market.
- In the Pakistani universities, there is a dire need for continuous improvement and adoption of international standardizations as per guidelines of ISO in general and EMS in particular.
- The leadership commitment with a specified policy adoption shall be helpful for declaring educational work places as “Green Campuses” of the universities and institutions in Pakistan.

### Recommendations for Future Research

- A specific primary research is required to assess all public and private sector higher education universities of Pakistan in view of adoption and implementation of
ISO standards related to quality and environmental management systems, role of government legislations and service providers in the region.

- A comparative study and research to be conducted on ISO standards adaptation by Pakistani universities as compared to other prominent South Asian universities and identifying fast track voyage of Internationalization.
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